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Abstract
Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage (CCS) is the main technology to mitigate CO2
emissions in the energy sector, being reversibly adsorption of CO2 on solid sorbents one
of the most promising processes to be operated in post-combustion technology. Given
the current state of development a number of problems still need to be addressed before
solid sorbents can be employed for CO2 capture. One of these problems is the effect that
some impurities in the flue gas have on the behavior of the sorbents. The aim of this
work is to identify and evaluate the role of mercury species in flue gas containing acid
1

gases on the performance of sorbents employed for CO2 capture. The influence of
mercury on CO2 retention capacity was assessed using three commercial activated
carbons (NORIT GCN, AIRPEL 1DS-1 and AIRPEL ULTRA DS5) and two
mesostructured silica sorbents containing amino groups (SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA).
When Hg0 was incorporated into the gas stream, the behaviour of the sorbents was
modified. In general, the CO2 adsorption capacity decreased in the presence of Hg0
suggesting competition by both compounds for the same active sites. The strongest
effect of Hg0 on CO2 adsorption was observed in the activated carbon with the highest
micropore volume.

Keywords: mercury; carbon dioxide; adsorption; coal combustion

1. Introduction
Global warming and climate change have motivated a great effort on research
activities toward developing efficient processes to mitigate CO2 emissions. Among the
possibilities, Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is the main technology used in the
energy sector. This process consists of capturing and compressing CO2, which is then
transported and deposited safely. Depending on where and how the CO2 capture process
is carried out, this step is classified as (i) post-combustion, (ii) pre-combustion and (iii)
oxy-fuel combustion technologies. Among them, post-combustion is a suitable option
for retrofitting existing power plants and several post-combustion routes could be used:
wet absorption, dry adsorption, membrane-based technologies and cryogenics. Although
each one of these have advantages and disadvantages, the main drawback of most of
2

them is that they are expensive and energy intensive [1]. Absorption is the most mature
and high efficient CO2 separation process but issues related to environmental impact of
this process still need to be controlled [2]. Currently, there is a growing interest in
adsorption processes using solid sorbents capable of reversibly capturing CO2 because
this technology shows promise to decrease the associated costs. In this sense, the use of
solid adsorbents reduces the energy needed for the regeneration step, possess greater
capacity and selectivity, and can be more easily handled compared to other postcombustion CO2 capture processes [3].
The success of novel adsorption technologies is dependent on the development
of new materials with high CO2 adsorption capacity and selectivity, durability and
relatively fast kinetics of adsorption and desorption [4]. Typical sorbents include
molecular sieves, activated carbons, zeolites, calcium oxides, hydrotalcites and lithium
zirconates [2,5].
Carbon-based materials are considered as one of the most promising adsorbents
[6] due to their low cost, high surface area, high amenability to pore structure
modification and surface functionalization, and relative easiness for regeneration.
However, the CO2 adsorption on carbon materials is physical and weak which makes
these adsorbents sensitive to temperature and relatively poor in selectivity [4,8].
Adsorption of CO2 using amine-functionalized sorbents involves chemical
reactions and, therefore, it is necessary to know how the nature of the amine influences
the rate of adsorption and kinetics in terms of amine efficiency, defined as the number
of CO2 molecules adsorbed for each nitrogen atom present in the amine-containing solid
[4,5,9,10].
Regardless of the kind of adsorption process (physisorption or chemisorption),
solid sorbents have limitations and challenges to be solved before they can be employed
3

commercially [4]. This work is focused on the effect of mercury species present in the
flue gas on sorbent performance. Flue gas from a coal-fired thermal power facility
typically contains 70-80% N2, 11-15% CO2, 5-12% H2O, 3-6% O2, 200-4000 ppm SOx,
200-800 ppm NOx, 50-100 ppm CO and 25 50 ppm HCl, with traces of mercury species
―

and other volatile elements. It has been observed that SOx, NOx [4,11,12] and water
vapour [13], might exhibit a detrimental effect on physical CO2 sorption. However, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the effect of mercury species on CO2 capture in
solid adsorbent has not been considered so far.
Coal combustion is the largest single anthropogenic source of mercury to air
[14]. However, mercury concentration and speciation in flue gas significantly differ as a
consequence of the characteristics of the coal and the power plant configuration.
Differences in mercury composition are mainly associated with the performance of
DeNOx plants (mainly SCR), particle control devices and flue gas desulfurization
systems. Although concentration of mercury in the combustion gases up to 70 µg/m3
have been reported, in general, mercury content in coal combustion gases is below 10
µg/m3 [15], bound to particulate matter (Hgp) or remaining in the vapor state as oxidized
(Hg2+) or elemental (Hg0) mercury [16,17].
Thus, the aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of gaseous mercury species
on the sorbent performance for CO2 capture via physical of chemical adsorption,
focusing on potential co-adsorption of CO2 and Hg species on specific solid sorbents.
The solids evaluated were three commercial activated carbons and two mesostructured
silica sorbents where different amino groups had been incorporated.

2. Experimental part.
2.1. Sorbents for CO2 capture.
4

The sorbents studied were three commercial activated carbons NORIT-CGN,
AIRPEL 1DS-1 and AIRPEL DS5 named AC-1, AC-2 and AC-3, respectively, and two
mesostructured silica sorbents incorporating amino groups, SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA.
The activated carbon AC-1 has been produced from coconut shell by means of a steam
physical activation, and AC-2 and AC-3 are two extruded activated carbons from
anthracite coals with enhanced adsorption capacity for H2S, SO2, mercaptans and acid
compounds, especially developed for air purification applications.
The amino-functionalized sorbents were obtained by impregnation of calcined
SBA-15 [18,19] with two organic polymers: branched polyethyleneimine (PEI, average
molecular weight 800, Sigma-Aldrich) and tetraethylenepentamine (TEPA, SigmaAldrich) following the procedure described by Xu et al. [20,21] and resulting in a final
product with 30% weight of organic component (SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA).

2.2. Characterization of sorbents.
Textural properties of activated carbons were determined from CO2 adsorption
isotherms at 298 K in a Quantachrome Analyser. The micropore volume, the pore
diameter and the adsorption energy were calculated by means of the DubininRadushkevich (DR) equation. In the case of activated carbon samples, the DR equation
provides valuable information because it allows the calculation of the micropore volume
using the low-pressure zone of the adsorption isotherm. The DR equation relates the
volume of the adsorbed gas to the relative pressure (P / P °), through the micropore
volume parameter and the pore size of the solid.
Surface chemical characterization was performed by temperature-programmed
desorption (TPD) using an Autochem II Analyzer coupled to an OmnistarTM mass
detector in an argon atmosphere at 10ºC/min.
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Textural properties of SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA sorbents were determined from
nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K in a Micromeritics Tristar 3000.
Surface area was calculated following the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation and
the pore size distribution was obtained by means of the B.J.H. model assuming
cylindrical geometry of the pores [22]. The analysis of nitrogen was carried out in a
Thermo Flash EA 1112 analyzer equipped with a MAS 200R autosampler [19].
The microstructure and morphology of the sorbents were characterized by
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a Philips XL30 ESEM and a Quanta FEG
650 microscopes, equipped with energy dispersive analytical systems (EDAS). Fourier
transform-infrared spectra (FT-IR) were recorded for pelletized samples diluted in KBr.
A Varian 3100 and a Nicolet 8700 device were used to analyse the silica and activated
carbon sorbents, respectively. Sample stability was tested by thermogravimetric analysis
in a Mettler-Toledo TGA/DSC 1 instrument. The samples were heated up to 700ºC at a
heating rate of 5ºC/min in a 100 mL/min flow of compressed air.
2.3. Experimental devices.
2.3.1 CO2 adsorption tests.
CO2 adsorption capacity of the sorbents was evaluated under different flue gas
compositions in cyclic adsorption-desorption experiments. After a degasification step
for 2 hours at 110 ºC to remove moisture and adsorbed gases, 120 mL·min-1 of N2 was
allowed to flow through the system at atmospheric pressure for 10 minutes as a preconditioning phase. Afterwards, an adsorption step was carried out in which a constant
inlet flowrate of 120 mL·min-1 of the diverse gas mixtures were fed through a fixed
reactor (length: 500 mm, diameter: 25 mm) for ten minutes at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure (Figure 1). This time was long enough to reach the saturation of
the sorbents. The sorbent bed was prepared by mixing 0.25 g of sorbent with 0.75 g of
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sand in order to avoid an excess of pressure in the system. A mass spectrometer Pfeiffer
Vacuum OmniStar QMG220 was used for determining the CO2 adsorbed. Table 1
shows the composition of the atmospheres used in the work: N2+CO2, N2+CO2+Hg and
the designed as CA (complete atmosphere). The CO2 adsorbed was desorbed by
switching the flowrate to 120 mL·min-1 of N2 for five minutes. All sorbents tested were
subjected to eight adsorption-desorption cycles by which the CO2 adsorption capacity
was assessed under the different flue gas compositions by mass spectroscopy. A blank
analysis was used to calculate the void volume due to the tubbing and the interparticle
space of the sorbents.

2.3.2 CO2 /Hg adsorption tests.
The CO2 adsorption capacity of the sorbents in the presence of Hg0 in the flue
gas was assessed in the laboratory scale device described in Figure 1 including a
generation unit for elemental mercury and a continuous mercury analyser VM-3000 that
monitored Hg0 in gas phase.
A calibrated permeation tube VICI Metronic was placed inside a glass “U” tube
immersed in a water bath at 40ºC to obtain 500 µg·m-3 Hg0 in the gas phase. The carrier
gas used consisted of N2 that, subsequently, was mixed with different proportions of
CO2, SO2, O2 and HCl (Table 1).
The possible oxidized mercury (Hg2+), which may have been formed by
homogeneous or heterogeneous oxidation, was evaluated by circulating the gas through
an ion exchange resin DOWEX 1x8, suitable for the selective extraction and capture of
Hg2+ species [23]. The resin was conditioned before use with a solution of HCl:H2O
[1:1] at 90ºC for 30 min and then filtered and dried and it was placed prior the mass
spectrometer and immediately after the fixed bed reactor (Figure 1). The resin was
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previously tested to prove that CO2 is not captured in this material. The mercury
retained in the sorbents and in the resin after the experiments was determined using a
LECO Mercury Analyser, AMA 254.

3. Results and discussion.
3.1. Characterization of the sorbents.
The porous textural characteristics of AC-1, AC-2 and AC-3 were compared
using adsorption isotherms of CO2 at 298 K (Figure 2) [24]. As it can be observed in
Table 2, fitting the Dubinin―Radushkevich equation to the isotherms (affinity
coefficient β = 0.35 and CO2 density ρ =1.044 g·cm 3) yielded micropore volumes
―

(VDR) of 0.28 cm3·g-1 (AC-1), 0.17 cm3·g-1 (AC-2) and 0.19 cm3·g-1 (AC-3) and
micropore diameters (WDR) of 0.88 nm, 0.85 nm and 0.88 nm for AC-1, AC-2 and AC3, respectively (R2= 0.9989). The CO2 adsorption energy (EDR) presented similar values
for AC-1 and AC-3 (10.26 and 10.32 kJ·mol-1), being slightly lower than that obtained
with AC-2 (10.70 kJ·mol-1), which corroborates the inversely proportional relationship
between the adsorption energy and the micropore diameter.
A higher macroporosity in AC-1 was observed in the micrographs obtained by
SEM (see Supplementary Figure S1). Apart from their morphology, analysis by
SEM/EDAS revealed a higher amount of mineral matter in the AC-2 and AC-3
activated carbons. This was confirmed by the characteristic band of mineral matter at
750 cm-1 identified by FT-IR (see Supplementary Figure S2).
The most significant characteristics of the amino-functionalized SBA-15 silica
sorbents, already reported in a previous work [19], are summarized in Table 3. N2
adsorption-desorption isotherms showed the coexistence of micro and mesoporous. The
surface area was 153 m2·g -1 for SBA-PEI and 220 m2·g-1 for SBA-TEPA (R2= 0.9999),
8

with a pore diameter of 5.8 nm and 9.0 nm for SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA, respectively,
and a pore volume of 0.27 and 0.45 cm3·g-1. Nitrogen content was greater in the SBATEPA adsorbent (8.8 wt %) than in SBA-PEI (5.8 wt %), due to its higher nitrogen
content per molecule.
Analysis of the amine sorbents by SEM (see Supplementary Figure S3) revealed
a typical SBA-15 morphology. Hydrocarbon chains were not visible as their density is
lower than that of the bulk silica. The impregnated samples (SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA)
showed a higher aggregation than raw SBA-15. However, no differences in the
chainlike structure of SBA-15 after impregnation were observed.
As expected, silanol groups on the silica surface and adsorbed water were
responsible for three prominent absorption bands observed by FT-IR at 3700-3200 cm-1
(O-H and SiO-H, stretching vibrations), 1631 cm-1 (O-H bending in physisorbed water)
and 962 cm-1 (SiO-H bending) (see Supplementary Figure S4). The presence of 30 %
PEI or TEPA in the impregnated adsorbents yielded new bands related to hydrocarbon
chains and amino groups.
Thermogravimetric analyses of the silica sorbents showed that SBA-PEI and
SBA-TEPA are stable up to 160 ºC in air (see Supplementary Figure S5). Although
slow reactions might take place even at mild temperatures like 110ºC, it must be taken
into consideration that these sorbents are intended to be used at the end of the cycle of
coal combustion plants where the temperature is around 40-60ºC. In the case of
activated carbon samples they are stable up to 300ºC (see Supplementary Figure S6).
3.2. CO2 adsorption capacity.
With the aim to assess the influence of mercury in the CO2 adsorption, the
sorbents were firstly evaluated in the absence of Hg. The CO2 adsorption capacity at
equilibrium of the activated carbons was obtained from the results of the pure CO2
9

isotherms (Figure 2), showing different behavior for each type of carbon sorbent.
Anthracite-coal precursor carbons (AC-2 and AC-3) presented similar adsorption
uptake, reaching 1.70 and 1.74 mmol·g-1 of CO2 respectively, whereas AC-1 (coconutshell precursor) showed adsorption values around 2.51 mmol·g-1. Previous works
carried out with activated carbons in the same conditions of temperature and pressure as
in this study have reported a wide range of CO2 adsorption capacities (from 1.53 to 3.23
mmol·g-1) [24-28]. Activated carbons bind the CO2 on their surface through
physisorption processes, where the Van der Waals attraction between CO2 and the
adsorbent surface is the main cause of the selective adsorption of this compound [29].
Regarding the above mentioned, the highest CO2 adsorption capacity of AC-1 could be
a consequence of its higher narrow micropore volume (Table 2). In fact, CO2 adsorption
capacity under ambient conditions (25 ºC and 1 bar) is strongly correlated with the
content of narrow carbon micropores [30-32] rather than with other parameters such as
the specific surface area.
The CO2 adsorption capacity in the amino-functionalized silica sorbents was
evaluated in previous works [19]. In general, the silica sorbents showed a greater CO2
adsorption than the activated carbons as the result of the dominant chemisorption
processes between carbon dioxide and amino groups [33].

3.3. Effect of mercury in the CO2 adsorption capacity.
After a concentration of 500 µg·m3 of Hg0 was added to the inlet stream
consisting of 15% CO2 and 85% N2, the CO2 adsorption capacity decreased (Figure 3,
Table 4) when compared to the same inlet stream with no Hg0 content. The confidence
limit of the results represented by the relative standard deviation is <15 %. This loss of
the adsorption capacity was especially important in the case of AC-1 and SBA-PEI
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where drops of 65 and 32%, respectively, were recorded (Figure 3). In the case of the
activated carbons AC-2 and AC-3 the reduction in the adsorption capacity was
approximately 6-7%, whereas no differences were observed in SBA-TEPA (Figure 3).
These results suggest that mercury affects the CO2 adsorption capacity of the sorbents
depending on their textural and chemical characteristics.
In order to clarify the effect of mercury on CO2 adsorption, the retention of
mercury in the sorbents was also evaluated in a similar experimental device as described
in Figure 1 without CO2 unit [35]. Figure 4 (A) shows the mercury adsorption curves in
the atmosphere formed by 15% CO2 + 85% N2. The curves represent the Hg
concentration ratio (C/Co) versus time where C is the Hg concentration registered after
the sorbent bed and Co is the inlet Hg concentration. The concentration of Hg retained
was calculated as the area between the curve and the background (C/C0=1) at the time
of 350 min. This time (350 min) was chosen as being a reasonable experimental
duration of time for comparing the behaviour of the different sorbents under similar
conditions. The mercury retention capacity was significantly higher in AC-1. Indeed,
when AC-2 and AC-3 reached the mercury saturation (C/C0=1) (at 350 min), near to
70% of mercury is being retained by AC-1 (C/C0=0.3).The amount of mercury retained
in SBA-PEI and SBA-TEPA was very low. The proportion of oxidized mercury (Hg2+)
registered at the reactor outlet during the experiments was negligible for all sorbents.
Therefore, taking into account that homogeneous mercury oxidation did not occur in the
atmospheres employed, if heterogeneous oxidation took place, all the oxidized mercury
would have been retained.
By comparing the results above mentioned, a correlation between the CO2 mass
uptake and the mercury retained by each sorbent can be established. Concerning the
activated carbons, those with higher mercury retention capacity exhibited a
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pronounceable drop in their CO2 adsorption potential, being particularly noteworthy in
the case of AC-1 (Table 4). This behavior suggests a competition of both species for the
active sites on the surface.
Mercury interaction with sorbents may follow, in part, a physical adsorption
mechanism [35,36]. If the relation between textural properties of these materials and
mercury retention is examined, it is concluded that the sorbent with the highest
microporous volume (AC-1) (Table 2) showed the highest mercury retention. These
results are in agreement with those previously obtained [37,38] that have determined
that the presence of micropores improves the mercury adsorptive capacity of activated
carbons as a consequence of the higher interaction potential inside micropores when
compared to wider pores [39]. In fact, the mesoporous amino-functionalized silica
sorbents hardly retain mercury (Table 4, Figure 4(A)). Additionally, mercury retention
may be due not only to physical adsorption but it also may involve chemical adsorption
[35,36,40,41]. TPD analyses (Figure 4 (B)) were carried out in the activated carbons to
identify the type of surface oxygenated groups that may affect mercury retention.
Previous works have suggested that oxygen functional groups, particularly lactones and
carbonyls, may favour mercury adsorption whereas phenol groups would inhibit its
adsorption [38,40-42]. From the release of CO, carbonyls and quinones (peaks centered
at 850ºC) were only identified in AC-1, whereas the peaks centered at temperatures
between 600 and 800ºC, corresponding to the decomposition of phenols and ethers,
were identified in AC-2 and AC-3 (Figure 4 (B)). Therefore, the previous assumptions
are in agreement with the results obtained in this study since the AC-1 sorbent, which
retained the highest amount of mercury, showed TPD profiles representative of
carbonyls and quinones groups; conversely, AC-2 and AC-3, for which the TPD
profiles indicated the presence of phenol/ether groups, had a lower mercury retention
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capacity than AC-1. As can be observed in Figure 4(B) AC-2, which presented the
highest amount of functional groups between 600-800ºC, exhibited the lowest mercury
retention capacity (Table 4).
In the case of the amino-functionalized silica sorbents (Figure 3 (B), Table 4) it
was observed a loss of the CO2 adsorption capacity in presence of Hg0 for SBA-PEI.
Therefore, mercury again might be occupying part of the binding sites of CO2 in PEI
polymers, establishing a competitive interaction between both gases for the same
adsorption sites.

3.4. Efficiency of the sorbents under post-combustion conditions.
Solid sorbents for CO2 capture should be stable not only under the presence of
trace elements, such as mercury, but also under an oxidizing environment, so they need
to be tolerant to common flue gas contaminants, such as SO2 and NOx [29]. Therefore,
CO2 capture capacity was also tested under other gases present during coal combustion
(CA in Table 1). For all sorbents studied, the presence of acid-gas components leaded to
a decrease in their CO2 adsorption capacity (Figure 3). This loss of capacity was
especially important for the sorbents SBA-TEPA and AC-1, which suffered a drop of
93%. The reduction in the CO2 adsorption capacity for AC-2, AC-3 and SBA-PEI was
40, 55 and 53%, respectively (Figure 3). The detrimental impact of minor acid gases on
the CO2 adsorption capacity may be due to both physical and chemical adsorption
mechanisms. In fact, several studies have demonstrated the adsorptive properties of
acidic gases such as SO2 and HCl onto activated carbons and amino-functionalized
silica sorbents [35,43-47]. Physisorption processes of the acid gases over the surface of
the material are mainly associated with high values of microporosity [43-46]. This
assumption would explain the notable loss of CO2 capture capacity of AC-1, which
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shows the highest microporous volume (Table 2). However, as it was already
mentioned, other parameters such as the degree of surface functionalization of the
sorbent and the presence of mercury in the flue gas need to be considered.
Chemisorption processes are due to reactions between either the nitrogen/oxygen
groups on the surface of the activated carbons [44,45,47], or the amino groups in SBAPEI and SBA-TEPA [19-21,48,49], and acidic gases present in the flue gas. The
interaction between HCl with the C-O and C=O groups and between SO2 with the basic
active centers could contribute to the degradation of the carbonaceous adsorbents or the
amines loaded and, therefore, decrease their CO2 adsorption capacity. The SO2-amine
interaction depends on the type of the amino group (primary, secondary or tertiary)
[19,49,50] of the amino-functionalized adsorbents. As a matter of fact, the CO2 capacity
loss for SBA-TEPA is much higher than for SBA-PEI (Figure 3 (B)). This observation
might be a consequence of the presence of a higher amount of secondary amines in the
SBA-TEPA structure (60 %), in contrast to branched SBA-PEI (39 %). It has been
reported before that secondary amines adsorb more SO2 than primary and tertiary
amines with comparable amine loading [49,50]. In other words, the strong reaction
activity of SO2 with TEPA [51] and the possible formation of sulphates and/or sulphites
on the surface of the adsorbents may compete for the same adsorption sites as CO2 [1921,48,49], decreasing adsorbents adsorption capacity. Some authors have also
demonstrated a higher HCl adsorption on sorbents treated with ammonia over untreated
materials [52]. It makes then plausible to deduce that, even in presence of mercury, HCl
in the gas stream could contribute to an increased loss of CO2 adsorption capacity, since
the CO2 mass uptake registered in this study was lower than the obtained in a previous
work [19] with the same adsorbents but under an atmosphere free of HCl.
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The mercury retention capacity for the different sorbents was also calculated
under the complete atmosphere (CA) (Table 4, Figure 5). In general, the aforementioned
capacity is lower than the one obtained under a N2+CO2+Hg atmosphere. This fact
should be taken into account mainly in the sorbents with high mercury retention
capacity, i.e. AC-1. The effect of SO2 on Hg capture by activated carbons has been
widely studied [42,53,54]. The occurrence of SO2 in the flue gas seems to be competing
with mercury for the same binding sites, especially in those activated carbons with the
highest micropore volume (AC-1).

3.5. Regeneration of sorbents.
The stability of adsorbent materials over consecutive adsorption-desorption
cycles plays an important role in maximizing their lifetime which in turn affects the
operating cost of the CO2 capture process. Therefore, it is essential not only to evaluate
the adsorption capacity of the sorbents but also to investigate the performance of the
materials under cyclic conditions. Only those sorbents that performed best in the
previously described adsorptions studies, AC-1 and SBA-PEI, were selected for the
regeneration study. Eight adsorption-desorption cycles under the three different
atmospheres were performed at room temperature for each sorbent. Under a binary
mixture of 85%N2 + 15%CO2, the CO2 capacity of activated carbons decreased from the
first to the second adsorption cycle with no important changes throughout successive
cycles. Regarding AC-1, this drop represented a loss of 12.4% in the CO2 adsorption
capacity from cycle 1 to 2 while the rate of capacity loss decreased 8.4% from the
second to the eighth cycle. Mesostructured silica sorbents maintained almost the same
adsorption capacity after 8 cycles.
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It must be emphasized that when mercury was added to the CO2+N2 binary
mixture, AC-1 underwent a gradual loss in its CO2 adsorption capacity after the first
cycle (29%) (Figure 6). This drop was especially dramatic (79% from cycle 1 to 2) in
presence of the complete atmosphere, due to not only its high mercury retention
capacity (Table 4) but also to the adsorptive properties of acidic gases onto the surface
of this activated carbon. For SBA-PEI, although it suffered an important decrease of the
CO2 adsorption capacity, this loss remained almost invariable after the sorbent
regeneration. This results point that the supported amine adsorbents (chemical
adsorption), are reasonably stable to the flue gas pollutants, especially the sorbent SBAPEI, during cycling adsorption operation at the conditions evaluated in this work.

4. Conclusions.
In general, the presence of mercury in the flue gas decreased the CO2 mass
uptake in the sorbents, suggesting a competition for the same active sites on the surface
of the sorbents. This fact was particularly relevant in those sorbents with the highest
mercury retention capacity.
The presence of acid gases (SO2 and HCl) in flue gas composition also resulted
in a notable decrease of the CO2 adsorption capacity of the sorbents evaluated. This drop
could be attributed to physisorption processes of these gases over the surface of
activated carbons with high microporosity or might be consequence of the interactions
between HCl/SO2 and amines of functionalized sorbents, which are especially strong
with secondary amines.
Although the presence of mercury and acid gases in the flue gas resulted in CO2
capacity loss, aminosilica adsorbents based on poly(ethylenimine) (PEI), where
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occurred mainly a chemical adsorption, maintained a reasonable CO2 capacity over a
number of cycles, suggesting that they are stable to flue gas pollutants.
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Table 1. Composition of the atmospheres evaluated.

N2 (% v/v)
CO2 (% v/v)
O2 (% v/v)
SO2 (ppm)
HCl (ppm)
Hg (µg/m3)

N2+CO2
85
15
···
···
···
···

N2+CO2+Hg
85
15
···
···
···
500

CA
79
15
6
50
25
500

Table 2. Physical properties of CO2 sorbents.

Precursors

Surface
area
(m2·g-1)
674

Micropore
volume
VDR (cm3·g-1)
0.28

Micropore
diameter
WDR (nm)
0.88

10.26

Energy EDR
(kJ·mol-1)

AC-1

coconut shell

AC-2

anthracite coal 416

0.17

0.85

10.70

AC-3

anthracite coal 455

0.19

0.88

10.32

Table 3. Physical properties of amino-functionalized silica sorbents.

Precursors
SBA-PEI
silica
SBA-TEPA silica

Surface
area BET
(m2·g -1)
153

Pore
volume
(cm3·g-1)
0.27

Pore
diameter
(nm)
5.8

%N

% amine
(% w/w)

5.8

30

220

0.45

9.0

8.8

30

Table 4. Mercury accumulated during eight experiments corresponding to eight cycles
of CO2 adsorption-desorption and CO2 adsorption capacity under different gas
compositions at room temperature and 1 bar of pressure.
Adsorbents

AC-1
AC-2
AC-3
SBA-PEI
SBA-TEPA

Hg (µg·g-1)
N2+CO2
39.8
4.48
20.0
0.15
0.07

CA
30.0
2.13
25.0
0.11
0.04

N2+CO2
6.14
2.62
3.99
6.89
5.55

CO2 (%)
N2+CO2+Hg
2.03
2.45
3.71
4.65
5.52

CA
0.42
1.59
1.78
3.19
0.41
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Figure 1. Laboratory-scale device employed in the assessment of the CO2/Hg
adsorption tests.

60

Volume (cm3·g-1)
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20

AC-1
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0
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0.004

0.008
P/P0

0.012

0.016

Figure 2. CO2 adsorption isotherms of the activated carbon samples (at 25 ºC).
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Figure 3. CO2 adsorption capacity at 25 ºC and atmospheric pressure of (A) the
activated carbons and (B) the amino-functionalized silica sorbents under different
atmospheres.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 4. Mercury adsorption curves (A) at room temperature in an atmosphere with
85%N2 + 15%CO2 + [Hg0 ] = 500 µg·m-3 and TPD profiles (B) of CO and CO2
evolution of the material employed.
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Figure 5. Mercury accumulated during eight experiments corresponding to eight cycles
of CO2 adsorption-desorption under different gas compositions for (A) the activated
carbons and (B) the amino-functionalized silica sorbents.
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Figure 6. Mass uptake of AC-1 and SBA-PEI for CO2 adsorption experiments in cycles
1, 2, 4, 6 and 8 under different gas compositions.
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Highlights

-

Mercury decreases the CO2 mass uptake in activated carbons and amino
sorbents
The effect of Hg0 on CO2 adsorption is related to the micropore volume
The presence of acid gases involves a decrease of the CO2 and Hg retention
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